
Campus Labs for Institutional Effectiveness

Expand your 
vision for progressVisualize Impact.  

Empower Change.
An integrated platform to experience your data and reveal actionable insights 

The Campus Labs® platform provides a centralized hub for a holistic view of your  

campus, so you can collect and connect your data and then explore the right questions.  

Whether the goal is data-informed strategic planning, a more precise way to predict  

retention, or innovative tools for student engagement, our platform gives you the  

power to extract valuable insights about your institution’s effectiveness. 



Campus Labs for Institutional Effectiveness

Dynamic views of your campus data  
         can make all the difference

Empower your mission  
with actionable data.
Go beyond data collection and documentation—cultivate a campus-wide  

culture of assessment and evidence-based decision-making. With greater  

visibility into curricular alignment and performance across your institution,  

you’ll learn from the process and more effectively impact student learning.

“ Campus Labs’ ability to adapt their solutions to meet the needs of their member institutions cannot be rivaled.  
Their team of experts provide the crucial support and guidance needed to be successful with all of their products.”

 Brandon Weger, Program Director of Student Learning Assessment, Illinois Eastern Community Colleges



A fully integrated solution to support your work from start to finish.

         Centralized system
 Leverage all the necessary tools for achieving each  

stage of the assessment loop in one location.

 Easy collection, storage, and retrieval of campus-wide data sets, 
benchmarking data, and measures of learning outcomes

Tailor titles, fields, and instructions to your specifications

Explore your data-rich ecosystem to tell your institution’s 
unique story

         Collaborative workflows
 Assign roles and permissions, communicate,  

collaborate, and report progress all in one location.

 Email reminders, a version history, and gap analysis 
reporting to eliminate duplicated efforts and omissions

          Intuitive interface
 Hit the ground running with our user-friendly tools,  

leading to quick campus-wide adoption.

 Personalized role-based dashboards and easy access  
to multiple systems 

         Flexible templates
 Mirror your planning process using our customized 

report templates.

 Adaptable planning templates, a password-protected 
branded site, and custom workflow processes

          Comprehensive data collection
 Capture every aspect of the assessment loop with our  

rubrics, ePortfolios, and other data collection toolsets.

 Mobile and online capabilities for multiple assessments  
of every kind of learning experience

We’re more than just our software.
You don’t just get a powerful set of tools with Campus Labs. You get a true partner who understands higher 
education and is fully invested in your goals. When you become a Member Campus, a dedicated consultant will 
work with you every step of the way to make sure our tools are meeting the specific needs of your institution. 

Sophisticated data collection tools

        In-depth reporting
 Access timely, accurate data for greater visibility  

into institutional progress.

 Comprehensive reports for accreditation self-studies, 
program reviews, and executive summaries

        Visible insights
 Evaluate the progress of your campus goals and  

outcomes with real-time reporting and analytics.

 Comparative dashboards, outcomes analytics,  
and automated curriculum mapping

            Powerful integrations
 Connect all your campus assessment data with our  

LMS and platform integrations.

 Data linked to divisional goals and institutional outcomes 
as evidence of achievement in accreditation
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Visualize Impact.  
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An integrated platform to experience your data and reveal actionable insights 

The Campus Labs® platform provides a centralized hub for a holistic view of your  

campus, so you can collect and connect your data and then explore the right questions.  

Whether the goal is data-informed strategic planning, a more precise way to predict  

retention, or innovative tools for student engagement, our platform gives you the  
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